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1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Accompanied by the Central Control Unit (CCU), the Independent Observer carried
out a control mission on 26 March 2003 within the Community Forest (CF) of the
Common Initiative Group (CIG) AJAM (Association des Jeunes Agriculteurs de
Mbembeng), located within the Yoko Sub-Division, Mbam and Kim Division, Central
Province.
The objectives of the mission were to control, investigate, and observe logging
activities, and to recommend prosecution in possible cases of illegal logging. The
village of Mbembeng is an appointee of the GIC AJAM Community Forest, the
Simple Management Plan (SMP) of which was approved via a letter from the Minister
of the Environment and Forests. The Management Agreement (MA) governing this
forest has also been signed.
On 20 August 2002, the CIG AJAM obtained from the Minister of the Environment
and Forests a Timber Recovery Special Authorisation. The CIG AJAM concluded a
partnership contract with the company Transformation Intégrée du Bois (TIB).
The mission held a working session with the administrator of the community forest
concerned, before undertaking field activities.
The Independent Observer reached the following conclusions:
o

The Timber Recovery Special Authorisation signed by the Minister
contravenes the Simple Management Plan of GIC AJAM, which according to
the terms of Article 37 of the 1994 Forestry Law, constitutes the sole reference
framework for any activity carried out within a community forest;

o

According to the declarations of the administrator of CIG AJAM Community
Forest, the inventory was made and logging carried out on the entire forest
surface. The community had already logged close to 11,000m3 of timber of the
14,000m3 found in the operational inventory.

Having considered the observations cited above, the Independent Observer
recommends:
o Suspension of the logging activities of the GIC AJAM;
o Dispatch of a control mission to the worksite of the GIC AJAM Community
Forest with a view to confirming or disproving allegations that conditions
outlined in the Simple Management Plan and the Annual Plan of Operation
which govern logging activities in this Community Forest have not been
adhered to;
o

Adherence to the Simple Management Plan for the CIG AJAM Community
Forest and conditions prescribed in Article 37 of the 1994 Forestry Law.
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2. RESOURCES USED
-

1 Land cruiser
2 Garmin GPS
1 Digital camera
1 Sony laptop
1 200.000e map of the zone

3. COMPOSITION OF THE MISSION
The mission was made up of Mr. Djibrilla Hessana and Mrs Dzana Margareth of the
CCU; Mr. Eya’ane Bannister, Head of the Provincial Control Brigade (PCB) of
Central Province; Mr. Nonga, Divisional Delegate of Mbam and Kim; Mr. Nkoa
Nkoa, Head of Local Forestry Post of Yoko; and Messrs. Reiner Tegtmeyer and Serge
Moukouri of the Independent Observer.

4. CONTRAINTS
The plan of the team was to visit the worksite of the Community Forest (CF) the day
after visiting the worksite of the Forest Management Unit (FMU) 08 009 attributed to
the INC Company. At the end of the latter visit, the Independent Observer suggested
that the mission return to a patch it could not visit earlier (see Report of the
Independent Observer No. 042En). The mission leader rejected this proposal,
claiming that once the team has left a worksite, the team should not return to it for any
reason whatsoever.
Confronted by the lack of cooperation on the part of the mission leader, the
Independent Observer mission undertook to return to the worksite in question before
visiting the community forest of the CIG AJAM. The two teams agreed that the CCU
would commence its control of the CF worksite while the Independent Observer
concluded its visit of the operations permit of FMU 08 009. However, the CCU team
finished controlling the worksite of the AJAM community forest in less than two
hours ( and immediately departed for the next worksite.
When the Independent Observer arrived at the entrance to the worksite of the CIG
AJAM Community Forest, the mission was refused access to the logging site by the
guards, acting on the orders of the management of this CIG (see picture below). Thus,
the Independent Observer could not access the worksite of the Community Forest
despite the intervention of the local forest law enforcement agent.

5. MISSION FINDINGS
5.1 Brief background of the CIG AJAM Community Forest
The CIG AJAM is an appointee of the community forest bearing its name. The
Simple Management Plan (SMP) and the Management Convention (MC) of this forest
have already been approved. According to the terms of these legal instruments, this
community forest is subdivided into 5 sectors. The Annual Plan of Operation for this
forest provides for the logging of only 1,000 ha only confined to three sectors - 300
ha in sector 4 during the first year, and 700 ha in sectors 1, 2 and 4 during the
subsequent four years (see Appendix 1).
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The Mbembeng Community requested and obtained an authorisation for timber
recovery of part of the trees felled outside this CF. The authorisation was issued by
the Minister of the Environment and Forests with terms identical to those of the
authorisation granted to the CIGs, CIG CODENTI and CIG LAN MBOUANG (see
Report of the Independent Observer No. 40En).
The terms of this authorisation stipulate among others that operations must conform to
the Simple Management Plan and the Annual Operations Plan. The validity of the said
authorisation was restricted to the first year of activity of the Simple Management
Plan (see Appendix 2). Backed by this authorisation, the community concluded a
technical and commercial partnership deal with the company TIB, which according to
the terms of the partnership, could hire out its services to the community forest and at
the same time, purchase the entire timber production derived from this operation.
Photo: Blocked entrance of the CIG AJAM Community Forest

5.2 Observations of the Independent Observer
a) Non-adherence to the conditions outlined in the Simple Management
Plan and the Annual Operations Plan
The Annual Operations Plan for the CIG AJAM Community Forest provides for
logging activities inside a single sector for the first year. Before the commencement of
activities, the community made an operational inventory within the frame of the
logging permit obtained from the Minister.
According to the information provided by the officials of the Community Forest, this
inventory covered the entire forest, in spite of the fact that only sectors 1, 2 and 4 of
this forest are eligible for logging. In reality, logging also seems to have occurred in
sectors other than those for which approval to log was granted for the ongoing year.
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This is suggested by the fact that sector 4 alone, whose surface is estimated at 1,1875
ha (see Appendix 1), could hardly produce 14,000m3 logs.
If these allegations were to be proven correct, they would point to a gross violation of
the Simple Management Plan, and contravention of existing regulations on
management of community forests.
b) Contradictions between the timber recovery special authorisation
issued by the Minister of the Environment and Forests and the
Simple Management Plan of the CIG AJAM
The Timber Recovery Special Authorisation (TRSA) issued by the Minister in charge
of forests contravenes the Simple Management Plan of the CIG AJAM. This
authorisation also contravenes Article 37 of the 1994 Forestry Law and the Decision
to create practical modalities for timber extraction in community forests.
In effect, Article 37(2) of the 1994 Forestry Law stipulates, “any activity carried out
within a community forest must, in all circumstances, conform to its management
plan”. Article 2(2) of the Decision of 26 June 2002 by the Minister on the “logging
modalities under State control as part of the implementation of Simple Management
Plans for community forests”, complements the 1994 Forestry Law by stating that
logging in a community forest must be undertaken “in strict respect of prescriptions
of the Simple Management Plan and of the Annual Plan of Operations in view of
ensuring a sustainable management the forest”.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The Independent Observer reached the following conclusions:
o

The Timber Recovery Special Authorisation signed by the Minister
contravenes the Simple Management Plan of GIC AJAM, which according to
the terms of Article 37 of the 1994 Forestry Law, constitutes the sole reference
framework for any activity carried out within a community forest;

o

According to the declarations of the administrator of CIG AJAM Community
Forest, the inventory was made and logging carried out on the entire forest
surface. The community had already logged close to 11,000m3 of timber of the
14,000m3 found in the operational inventory.

Having considered the observations cited above, the Independent Observer
recommends:
o Suspension of the logging activities of the GIC AJAM;
o Dispatch of a control mission to the worksite of the GIC AJAM Community
Forest with a view to confirming or disproving allegations that conditions
outlined in the Simple Management Plan and the Annual Plan of Operation
which govern logging activities in this Community Forest have not been
adhered to;
o Adherence to the Simple Management Plan for the CIG AJAM Community
Forest and conditions prescribed in Article 37 of the 1994 Forestry Law.
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